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Class Notes for 9/14:

UN Resolution 242 reinforced the idea of 2 separate states in Israel and the West Bank.
The West Bank will be the basis for a future Arab state.
Internationally, that area is known as Israel and occupied territory, but it is not
 sovereign.
Egypt attacked Israel on Yom Kippur in 1973 because the Israeli people were fasting
 and paying attention towards spiritual tradition and not defending themselves.
1994 - Israel and Jordan sign a peace treaty. The other Middle Eastern countries do not
 recognize Israel's existance. Jordan signed because the Israeli Prime Minister, Yitzhak
 Rabin
Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) is a powerful Non-State Actor. Compared
 to the IRA in Ireland. The chairman was Yasser Arafat of the PLO.
The United States created their peace, Israel and PLO would not meet together without
 the US being present. Agreement was made in Oslo, Norway. The Palestinians
 recognized the official existence of Israel.
Rabin was assassinated in 1995 due to a Jewish right wing extremist opposed the Oslo
 Accords.
Palestinian extremists were severely opposed to the Oslo Accords due to the PLO
 recognizing Israel as a state, resorting to a massive spike in terrorism.
During Clinton's last year in office, there was the "Final Design", Israel signs but PLO
 does not sign.
Jordan did a peace treaty with Israel only after the Oslo Accords because almost 70%
 of Palestinians live in Jordan.
Even up until 2008, both sides have not agreed.
Daniel Gavron brings back up Magnes' idea of having a binational state. Be called
 "The State of Jerusalem".
A Zionist state would be problematic, seeing as Arabs will soon be the majority in
 Israel. This can be compared to the conflict in South Africa.
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Resolution 242

Enforced the idea that the answer to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict was going to come
 in the form of a Two State Solution
Significant in the respect that they have recognized there is a need for an Arab state
There must be an effort to use that occupied land as an Arab State
This new law explained that as Israel occupied this land, it would be the future area of
 an Arab state
Before 1967, there was no occupied territory, but we now recognize it legally as
 occupied territory

The official name for the West Bank strip is Occupied Territory

Yom Kippur War

1973, Arabs launch a surprise attack on Israel on, for the religious peoples, the most
 holy day of the year

Camp David Peace Treaty

1977, Israel gives Egypt the Sinai Peninsula in exchange for peace

Jordan - Israel Peace Treaty

1994, Jordan officially recognizes Israel, the second Arab State to do so after Egypt
The major reason for the treaty: Yitzhak Rabin, Prime minister of Israel
Palestinian Liberation Organization, PLO
PLO has been a very important non - state actor for a long time
Everyone recognized the PLO as making claims for the land
The PLO is to Israeli situation as what the IRA is to the Northern Ireland Conflict
IRA was important to create peace between Great Britain and the Irish Catholics
About 75% of the population of Jordan were Palestinians, so the King was reluctant to
 sign until the PLO officially recognized Israel
They waited until Rabin signed the accords

The Oslo Accords

Chairman of the PLO was Yasir Arafat 

U.S. has always been the key broker of peace between Israel and the Palestinians

Clinton, Arafat, and Rabin talk in Oslo, and for the first time in history, PLO
 recognizes the right of Israel to exist
In return, Israel agrees to help the PLO gain a sovereign state
This was approaching a resolution to a major geopolitical conflict



After the accords, talks for five years go no where

Right wing extremists oppose the Oslo Accords

One extremist, Yigal Amir, assassinates Rabin

With extremists on both sides, the two - state solution isn’t looking very promising

Clinton goes right up until the end of his term in 2000 trying to get things signed
Terrorist attacks increase, Prime Minster who succeeds Rabin is disapproved due to the
 rise in terrorist attacks
Ehud Barak, Prime Minster after Rabin, signs the agreement, but Arafat does not

With a new presidency, talks still continue to prove unsuccessful

Bush comes into office and attempts to make talks work

Three times Israel signs, and three times the Palestinians say no

Last chance these countries had to come to an agreement was 2008

Now, in 2017, one state notion comes into vote

Shared frustration about the two – state notion continuing to fail

One State Theory

In 2004, writer Daniel Gavron bring back up Magnes’ theory about a one – state
 solution
They should create a bi – national state, “The State of Jerusalem”
Takes a Post – Zionist approach to solving this problem
Knessit starts to discuss this theory
Israelis - Hawks and Doves
Naftali Bennett – Hawkish Israeli
His one state solution is completely Zionist, and Arabs must learn to live under a
 Zionist land/rule
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UN resolution 181 calls for two state solution in regards to Israel-palestein 

reinforced by resolution 242

Under the scope of Realism, Israel has been intervening in the West Bank for security
 concerns with other arab states that have attacked it ion the past.

Under the scope of idealism, the arab nation states stand in solidarity with their fellow arabs
 in Palestine for reasons of race and religion.

Naqba- "the disaster" in reference to Palestinian displacement after war in 1948

Israel attacked during Yom Kippur, in 1973 lasted 20 days

1978 camp David accord establishes peace with Israel and Egypt, 1994 peace treaty with
 Jordan

Yitzhak Rabin - prime minister of Israel, recognized the head of the Palestinian liberation
 organization (PLO), which was the recognized authority in Palestine 

chairman of PLO - Yasir Arafat 

US always considered lead broker of peace between Israel and Palestine

Palestinians recognize state of Israel for first time in Oslo accords

Rabin, assassinated 1995 by radical Zionists

Ehud Barak signs prospective peace deal, Arafat refuses

Netenyahu first elected shortly afterwards

Naftali Bennett- Israeli political figure, Zionist hardliner on the one state solution, has made
 one state solution more acceptable idea
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What happened in the 1967 war was that Israel took control of the west bank
The UN had to come up with a resolution because they did not want more war
The UN said that the land occupied by Israel in the west bank can eventually be an
 Arab state
UN resolution 242
Young Kippur war 1973
Camp David peace treated
Jordan Israel peace treaty 1994
Seconded Arad country to recognize Israel as a country
The Arab country sees this as a Zionist idea
The major reason for the treaty was because the Israel prime minister Yitzhak Rabin
The PLO was not recognized as state
The leader of the PLO was Yasser Arafat
The Oslo accords commits the two sides to keep talking
Rabin was killed by an Israeli extremist
Terrorism exploded after the Accords were made
Ehud Barek agrees
Bush try’s to bring both sides to the table again
Since the Oslo was created there has been a war and two more treaties
Daniel Gavern recalls magus vision
And he brings it back to life
Naftali Bennet
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-two state solution stemmed from un resolution 242

-israel takes west bank for protection, but this can't be permanent

-effort needs to be made to make occupied territory palestine

-international law created to push the two state solution

-west bank is officially occupied, but not sovereign

-yon kippur war starts in 1973, on a very religious holiday in jerusalem

-israel signs treaty with egypt in     and jordan in 1994

-other arab states + iran don't recognize israel at all

-yitzhak rabin was the prime minister of israel at the time

-was recognized as the leader of the palestinian liberation organization (plo)

-important non state actor

-plo is similar to the ira

- yassir arafat

-US has always been the lead broker of peace

-the unsolvable conflict everyone wants to solve

-palestinians officially recognized israel in the oslo accords

-In return israel begins working to leave west bank for peace

-if palestinians obtain a sovereign state would they be allowed a military?

-two state solution is really beginning to make a push

-5 years talking is going nowhere, rabi is assassinated in 1995 by a jewish extremist

-huge increase in terrorism after oslo accord

-2000 clinton goes right up to the end of his term to push the final design

-jerusalem was contentious

-shared sovereignty



-Ehud barak signs , arafat does not sign

-bush comes into power and immediately starts on the issue

-when oslo accords were signed, this pushed jordan to be able to sign peace treaty

-3 times the representatives of israel sign and 3 times plo does not

-gavron is a prominent writer in israel, refers to a binational one state solution started by
 magnus

-the state of jerusalem

-post zionist approach

-members of the knesset (parliament) discuss possibilities

-if binational state is carried out the jews would be a minority in their own homeland

-naftali bennett believes the whole state should be zionist



Ezekian Spaulding 

World Affair 
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Classroom Notes 

 

Resolution 242: 

• Reinforced the international norm that the Israeli and Arab peace would be a two-state 
solution. 

• 1967 War, 6-day war 
o Israel controlled part of the west bank 

• No interested in war continuing in Israel 
• It would have the west bank be put under the control of Arabs  
• West bank is officially the "occupied territories" 

The Yom Kippur War 1973: 

• Arabs launched attack on the Israeli most religious day of the year, "Yan Kapoor" 

Jordan-Israel Treaty 1994: 

• 2nd Arab state to recognize Israel and have peace with them 
• Multiple make an official foreign policy that Israel is a non-official entity 
• The Israeli's prime minister, at the time, Yitzhak Rabin  
• Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), is not a sovereign state, yet very important 

o International Gov. invested in the PLO 
o Is to that what the Irish Republican Army (IRA) in the Irish wars to free from 

Great Britain 
o Chairman at the time was, Yasir Arafat 

• USA considered the lead broker of peace for the Israelis and the Palestinians 
• 5 years of Israelis and Palestinians talking to one another there is no advancements 
• Extremist wanting to push all Palestinians out to Jordan and take all for Israel 
• Yitzhak Rabin was shot by extremist Yigal Amir 
• Palestinians extremists couldn’t thing Israel as a state and used terrorism 
• 2000's Clinton tries to make an advance to peace in the middle east 

o Almost had the Palestinians and Israel sign a "final design" on the boarders 
o Prime minister of Israel signed but Palestinians don’t 

• Bush tried to continue this as soon as he was in office. 



o Palestinians don’t sign the plan again 
• PLO recognize Israel, Peace treaty was signed by Jordan 
• Three times the representatives of Palestinians don’t sign when Israel does 
• Danial Gravlin 

o British born but is Israeli 
o He revives what Magnes wanted in Israel 
o Saying there should be a "State of Jerusalem" bi-national state of Jews and Arabs 
o Post-Zionist approach  
o Members of the Knesset start to talk about it 
o Certain major figures start to come out for this state 

Naftali Bennett: 

• Very modern 
• Hardliner, into the idea of two states 
• Wants one state as Zionist 
• Should Annex the West Bank if Palestinians don't like it they can move out 
• 70% of Jordan is Palestinian 
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